Title word cross-reference

n [Ull77, Wag74].

-gram [Ull77].

/ [IEE87a]. /usr/group [USE82].


21st [RAR94]. 2D [Lav93]. 2nd [Ano93e, IEE90].

3rd [Ano94c, LT81].

6th [Ano93b].

80 [Hus81]. ’81 [BS’81]. ’87 [IEE87b].

’91 [ASP91]. ’92 [BIP92, IEE92a]. ’93 [Ano93b, Ano93c, IEE93a]. ’93-Nagoya [IEE93a]. ’94 [BJ94, Tro94]. 9th [Ano93a].

= [IEE87b].

[Bos94, DC85, LD76, Pai81, PZ82, Pol82, Cha94, EF13, LM87, SC96, TTK86, YF83a].

**Error-Proneness** [LD76]. Errors [AHZ81, Bou77, DC92, EBR87, FS92, HBHC15, LD76, Mac87, MF82a, MC75, Pet80a, PZ83, PZ84b, WMRB77, Zam80, Ber87, Bla60, Dam64, Dol88a, Hei91, Hei72, LM87, OL95, Pet86, Ram94, SS84, Tur81, UlI77, YF83b].

**Essential** [SM80, Cri88]. **Euro** [IEE92a]. European [Law85, O'S84, SD94]. **Evaluation** [TL82, BSY00, HK95, PM87, TG83]. Evidence [CMVR87]. Example [EBR87, DRG11]. **example** [EBR87].

**Experience** [Nix81]. **Experiment** [Hua87]. **Expert** [BA88, Ano92a]. Exploration [LMPK92]. Exploring [GF87]. Extending [Ber86b, Ano92d].

Factor [BJ94]. Factory [Ano93c]. **familiarity** [WG10]. Fast [CS82, DC92, Rob86, SPR90, VMA95, DC94].

**Fault** [Sch94]. Fault-tolerant [Sch94]. Faulty [MF82b]. features [LHR+92, VD84].

February [ACM89, VP94]. Fifteenth [BIP92]. File [Ano86b, IK83, Yan87, IY85].

**Files** [Bre93]. Filter [Urq84]. filtering [Cav94]. Finding [ZD95]. Finds [Pro95].

Fingerspelling [SGM11]. finite [LK93]. First [AHZ81, CB87, Edm82, SD94, BS+81, TWT84].

**FITE** [PTKJ07]. Flags [Mac87].

Font [KPB87b, KP87a]. Foolproof [WS94]. foreign [Gor85]. foreign-language [Gor85]. formatter [MM93]. formatting [Jac83]. forming [BDT94]. forms [RW92].

**FORTH** [Hes90]. **FORTRAN** [Hei72].

Fourth [Bic87, Ano94a]. Fourth-Generation [Bic87]. Framework [CWC15, Adr95, Ber87, CC89, EF13].

Francaise [GT84]. France [ACM88, Ano92b, IE86, INN90, Ano92a]. Francisco [ACM90, IE89c]. French [Bey88, DR94].

**Frequency** [Bou77, PTKJ07]. Frequency-based [PTKJ07]. Fully [Ano86b]. Function [GHU84, Urq84]. Further [LMP92].

Future [Ano93c, IE87a, Yar95]. Fuzzy [IE93c, IYME93]. Fuzzyness [Sch75].

Geller [Ang90]. Genealogy [Car93].

generalized [OL95]. Generalizing [SKS96].

Generated [Ch84]. Generation [Ano86b, Bic87, Yan91, Kuk88]. Georgia [ASP91]. German [KW81].

Germany [Ano94a]. GIS [ASP91]. GIS-LIS [ASP91].


Grapheme [HHHR66, Bes94]. grapheme-to-phoneme [Bes94]. Graphemic [CMVR87, LMP92].

graphical [HR92]. Greek [VTT94, VTT95].

**Group** [Law85, USE82, USE82]. guide [Pfa86].

guided [CW90]. Guild [Law85].

hand [HR92]. handbook [Pfa86, Stu82].

Handicapped [Ter81]. handwritten [PM13, SKS96]. Harbor [CB87, IEE88].

Hart [Har91]. Hash [CS82, MF82a, Wie86].

Hash-Bucket [CS82]. Hashing [Flo87, MiI95]. Having [Ano86a]. Hebrew [Sch82]. held [CC89, RAR94]. Herndon [IEE90]. Heuristic [Coo05].


High-Performance [Flo87]. Hindi [SS14, SS84]. historical [RW92]. history [FW82]. HMM [PT07]. HMM-based [PT07].

Honour [BRSS94]. Horn [Ber86b].

Hotel [ACM83, ACM88, IE87a, IEE90]. Houston [MOR2]. Human [BS82, BJ94, LM87]. Human-Computer [BS82, LM87]. Humanities [BS83]. Hyatt [IEE90]. Hybrid [LCDM15, VB12].

Hypercard [Fly88]. Hyphenation [Pet82].
[Yar95]. Lookup [RZ+11]. lost [Ano92d]. Louisville [ACM89]. Low
[MM92, TWT84, TG83]. Low-Achieving [MM92]. low-cost [TG83]. LPC [BG84].
LRE [Adr95]. Lumpy [Yan87].

man [Arc83]. managed [TG83]. Management [GMJ90, Law85, SD94].
Manufacturing [Ano93c]. March [CBC84, IEE93c]. Market [WS84]. Markov
Matching [IK83, VB12, BSY00, DC94].
Mathematics [Dev94]. Matter [Pro95]. Max [Alt90]. May
[Ano89, Ano93a, BS81, GMJ90, KW87]. Me [Cun94]. Meaning [JS91].
Measure [AFW83]. Measures [Kre92]. Mechanism [YCS15]. Mediterranean [BS81].
Meeting [Ano89, Wil94]. MELECON [BS81]. membership [MW94]. memory
[CVB90]. memory-based [CVB90]. menu
[CV90]. menu-guided [CV90]. Message [Che87]. Method [AAA93, MI90, MF82a,
WMR87, IN94, PT07, TIA90]. methods [BSY00, Bes94, KO84, RW92, WG10].
metric [EH88]. Micro
[Art89, Cri88, LHR+92]. Microcomputers
[CBC84]. Microprocessed [AHZ81].
MicroSpell [Law92]. Misspelled
[Bic87, Dav62, SF15]. Misspellings
[Mit87a, Alb67, Mit87b]. mistakes [Dol88b].
mixed [WG10]. MMSFORTH [Mik90].
MO [Pre91]. Model
[DC92, Kre92, AB89, LBW92, Ram94].
Models [DS94, BH95]. Modern
[VTTC94, VTTC95]. Montech [IEE87b].
Montfeuille [ACM88]. Montreal
[ACM84, IEE87b]. Morphological
[AAAA93, SC96, CA89, ESH89, KC94].

Morphologically [Wot93]. motor
[DBT+12]. MT [Adr95]. much [Rob83].
Multi [Ano86c]. Multi-Language
[Ano86c]. Multiculturalism [Cum94].
Multiple [Ano86a, Dal87, DC92].

N [Cav94, JVF95]. N-best [JVF95].
N-gram-based [Cav94]. Nagoya [IEE93a].
Name [CFG91, MI90, AFMB94]. Names
[Bic87, CFG91, CRF92, Dav62, Ebi92,
VB12, JVF95]. Naming
[LMPK92, LM87, Hei91]. Nantes [Ano92b].
National [Mor82, Wil94, Ano89]. Natural
[Ano94a, HSS87, Tro94, Ano92a, CR95].
Naturlicher [Tro94]. NC [BS83]. need
[GDEJ05]. Neighborhood [LMPK92]. net
[AB89, LBW92]. Netherlands [Ano93b].
Network [Inn90, Ano93e, Hei91, IYME93,
Kuk92a, TV94]. network-based [TV94].
Networks [Boy85, CB87, IEE88, IEE92b,
IEE93a, JVF95, Boy85]. Neural
[AB89, CB87, IEE88, IEE92b, IEE93a,
JVF95, Boy85].

Neuropsychological [PMC85].
neuropsychology [BS89]. newspaper
[KW81]. next [BD95]. nineties [Pre91].
ninth [RAR94]. NJ [GMJ90]. No [Pre95].
Non [CW04, GT84, BCK85]. non-semantic
[BCK85]. Non-Verbale [GT84]. Non-word
[CW04]. Nonword [LMPK92]. normal
[LBW92]. normalized [MV93, VMA95].
North [BS83]. note [Pet86]. Notes
[Car93, Pol82]. nothing [BD95]. November
[ASP91, IEE87b, IEE90, Law85]. novembre
[IEE87b].

obtained [PTKJ07]. OCR
[TIA90, TKS86]. October [ASP91,
Ano93c, Ano94a, IEE86, IEE87a, IEE93b].
Office [Boy85, GR78, SM80, Mit85]. Offline
[PM13]. Omnifont [BKP86]. on-line
[RW73]. Online
[Ano89, Wil94, DRG11, WG10]. OPACs
[Sch94]. operators [EP82]. Optically


Qualified [Ano86b]. Quebec [ACM85]. Queries [MF82b]. query [CW90]. question [Asi82].


Sofia [Boy85]. Software [BD95, Ber86b, Hic83, KP81, USE82, WS84, GDEJ05, MM93]. Solution [GR78]. solving [Ram94]. Some [Mit85, Pol82]. Sound [JS91, LMPK92, MPG +92, BCK85, Van87]. Soundex [Car93, Mil90, Pro95]. source [Hug04]. Sources [Dal87, SCH33]. Space [Nix81, Ano92d]. Spacing [KKC04]. Spain [CC89]. Speak [TL82, FW82]. Speaker [CFGJ91, JLMG93]. Speaker-Independent [CFGJ91, JLMG93]. Special [LIWL15]. Specialized [Yan97]. Specific [Ano93d]. Specification [Ano86b]. Specified [Ano86b, Ano86d]. Speech [CRF92, GMW75, IEE95, LO95, Tr94, FW85, WWSG94, PT07, Woa85, Yan91]. Speed [Edm82, TKS86, TTK86]. Speed-Spelling [Edm82]. Spell [Ano85a, Ano86a, Ano93d, Ano94d, Ano95, Art89, Bey88, Cun94, LLWL15, Pro95, SPR90, TL82, WS94, Al90, CW04, Dit87, FW82, GDEJ05, LNL99, NSV +10, HRLJ93, LHR+92, MM92]. spell-checking [GDEJ05].
Spellchecker [DGR09]. spellchecking [DRG11]. SpellCode [Anq90]. Spelled [CRF92, BH95, JVFM95]. Speller [Ano91, CT92, SM80, DBT+12, dO94]. Spellers [Mit87a, Mit87b]. Spelling [AHZ81, AAAA93, AKGH93, AFW83, Ano86d, Ano92c, BG84, BH92, Ben85, Ber86a, BA88, Bou77, CMVR87, CWC15, CS82, DS94, DC85, Dol86, DC92, Dua81, DLS83, Eb92, Edna2, EBR87, Fly88, FS92, FZ88, GHU84, GMW75, GR78, HHHR66, HBHC15, Hu87, JS91, KO84, Kre92, Kuk92a, KKKC04, LMPK92, LCDM15, MDMM1, McI82, MM93, Mi81, Mit87b, Mit87a, MPG+92, MF82a, Mor69, Mor70, MM90, NH84, NF92, Of92, Og94, Pai81, Par83, Pet80a, Pet80b, Pet81, PZ82, Pol82, PZ83, PZ84b, Rad83, Ric98, Ros82, RZK+11, Sid79, Si85, Urq84, WMRR77, Wie86, WL84, YCS15, Yer86, YEMRR91, Zam80, Ano91, Ano92d, Arc83, AB84, Asi82, AB89, BSY00, Ber87, Bla60, Bom82, Bos94, BCK85, Cha94, Che87, CVBR90, CG91, CEU94, CEU93, Cri88, Dam64]. spelling [DR94, Dol88a, Dol88b, Fid97, Fur90, Hei72, HP88, Hug94, IYME93, IY85, JLMG93, WWSG94, Klxx, Lav92, Lav93, LC03, LBV92, PT07, PZ84a, PM87, Ram94, RW92, RS81, Rob83, SC96, SS84, TIAY90, TWT84, TG83, TV94, Tur81, VTTCC94, VTTCC95, Van87, WG10, YF83a, YF83b, Yan91, dO94]. spelling-checker [Ano92d, CEU94]. spelling-correction [BSY00, RW92]. Spelling-Sound [LMPK92]. Spelling-To-Phoneme [WL84]. spelling-to-sound [BCK85]. spelling-word [WWSG94]. Spellings [CFG91, Da87, Ros82]. Spoken [Ano94b, CRF92]. Sponsored [Law85]. sponsorship [Law85]. Sprache [Tro94, BN85]. squeeze [CD01]. Standard [GT84]. Standardizing [SW93]. State [BS83, CBC84, IE92b, SK83]. Statistical [MCM86, WMRR77, Bes94, EF13]. statistics [WWSG94]. Status [MPG+92]. Steps [Hic83]. Stochastic [KKC04]. Stockholm [KW87]. Store [Nix81]. Strategic [MPG+92]. Strategy [Kre92, JVFM95]. street [Hei91]. Strictness [SPR90]. String [Ada84, Alb67, IK83, TKS86, WF74, BSY00, DC94]. string-similarity [BSY00]. String-to-String [WF74]. strings [BH92, EH88, OL95]. Structure [Yan87, Sch94]. structured [FQA89]. Structures [Of92, RW73]. Students [MM92, AB84, PM87]. Studies [PMC85]. Study [LD76, Cha94, SKS96, WG10]. Stuttgart [Ano94a]. style [Adr95]. Stylometry [Sm83]. Sublexical [MPG+92]. substitution [Ul77]. Supplement [Ano85a, Ano86d]. Support [Ano86d, dO94]. Surface [PM85]. Survey [NCNS82, PM13]. Sweden [KW87]. Switzerland [LT81]. Symposium [ACM81, ACM88, ACM90, Ano93e, BJ94, Boy85]. System [AT&T86, Ano86a, Ano92c, BA88, Can81, Dav62, GT84, GR78, Hus81, LO95, PZ84b, SS14, YEMRR91, Ano91, Bos94, Chr87, ESH89, HRLJ93, HR92, LHR+92, TIAY90, TG83, TV94, VTTCC94, Wei82, WG10]. Systems [BRSS94, Hos90, IEE93c, Mor69, NCNS82, Sid79, Ano92a, Ano93a, EP82, Mor70, Sen93]. systolic [Law92, Lav93].

[CRF92, JLMG93, JVFM95]. Tempe [CBC84]. terminology [Buc93, SW93].


Word-Spacing [KKC04]. Wordprocessing [Ano92c]. Words [Dal87, FZ88, Kuk92b, Ros82, DGK90, Fou94, SS84, TST93, Ull77]. Wordz [Tay86].
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